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Before explaining the system of work measurement employed by the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, and the applicaticai of statistics gener-
ated by v.'ork measurement reports to the planning process, the writer will
delve into the "philosophy" of work measurement, with particular emphasis
on its development and applications in government agencies. Chapter I is
intended, therefore, as background informiition to shov/ what work measure-
ment is, ?rtiy it is needed, how it can be developed, and what it can do.
Definition of Work Measuremait
Modern business and government organizations have grown so large
and so complex that the technique of "remote control" has had to be per-
fected. Top management, separated as it is from the details of current
operations, requires more than just personal contact to effect control.
Furthermore, the problem of coordinating the operation of a large enter-
prise is such that management must exercise intelligent foresight in plan-
ning operations and formulating effective policies. The fundamental
characteristic of the type of remote control which management needs to
bridge the gap between itself and actual operations, is the gathering
and interpretation of facts contained in records and reports. These facts
are those data which express in simple terms the current standing of pro-
grams, work, and resources in relation to the plans and policies formulated
by management. They are those facts or measures which permit management to





for for'eca sting the future.
'Like the Majority of government agencies, the Bureau cf Supplies
and Accounts carries on a continuous program. Its Job will not be com-
pleted in a single appropriation period, and plana are laid out on a long
range and annual basis. The burea/U, therefore, is responsible for achieving
its purposes in accordance with the progress planned. It has two principal
measures of accomplishnient:
1, Progran Effectiveness
;', Is the program plan consistent with curi-ent naed?
i Are ttie objectives of the prograrji plan being nset?
2» Work Efficiency
Are work requirements and work schedules being met?
Are resources and facilities being used econoKically?^
The appropriation administered by the Bureau of Supplies and Accoijnts
is coiaposed almost entirely of personal services. A major eler.ent in work
efficiency is personal services. Work rr.easuresient, therefore, is a metiiod
of establishing an equitable relationship between work performed and man-
power used. In other v.'ords, it is a measure of the efficiency with which
raanhours of labor are used in particular processes — the productivity of
labor.
Probler.8 of Measuring Productivity
A measurement of labor productivity is a comparison of the number
of units produced with the nxLTiber of man-hours employed in their production.
1^ However, productivity measurements are affected not only by improvement in
the efficiency with which particular jobs are done, but by shifts in the
*-Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, Tech-
niques for the Developnient of a Work Meaaurepient S;,f8temj (Washington ; Govern-
"nent Printing Office, March 1950) p. 2.
'^Execitive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, Work
i Measurement in Perfonnance Budgeting and Mana^vement Improvement, ('.Vashington:
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conpositi'on of output. Not only arc there difficulties of definition and
interpretation of productivity, but these xaeasurements are oftentimes affec-
ted by/thxt necessity of relying on incomplete and unsatisfactory basic
statisticM
ttie measureraent of productivity is the reduction of the functional
mission o^ the group to the least comnion denominator. Therefore, CCTKiensu-
rate Ksrith how good the denorainator is, depends on how good the measure of
productivity will be,
llir^W. Tredwell, Head, Statistics Division, Comptroller of the
Bureau of Supplies and Accotiiits, cited a pertinent example of the diffi-
culties iff neasuring productivity. He stated that supplementary infor-
mation to the basic work unit is necessary at times to measure how nmch
collateral work may distort the basic measurement. Recently field activities
complained that the time engai^ed in such functions as changing stock num-
bers on stock control cards distorted the gauge of productivity in the
Stock Control Sections at Supply Depots. Estimated time spent in accomp-
lishing collateral functions ranged from 2$$S to 5C5S« If these ««timate6
were true, the A?ork measurement reports received for this function would
have been non-significant. It was decided to request collateral informa-
tion on the time spent in these collateral functions. A study of the in-
formation furnished showed that they ccnsvimed frcsa 3^ to 55^ of the time.
This amount was considered too insignificant to distort the "picture"
It should be concluded that measurements of productivity are
at best rough, and fraught with a large margin of error. However, if the
basic weaknesses of measuring productivity are recognized in applying the
information gained from work measurement reports, productivity measure-
-^George G. Hogedorn, Productivity Gau^e to Sconoirdc Performance
,
Prepared by Research Departmeiit, National Ass'n. of lianuiacturere, Seiiea
No. 53, Sept. 1952, p,5.










ments can provide a very valuable and necessary tool to management in
measuring program effectiveness and work efficiency.
The Kinds of Work Measurement
There are two major kinds of work measurement. The first is the
"stop-watch" Eie&sureinent nade fmrious by Taylor, the Gilbrcths, Garttt,
Emersai, &i:)d many others. Tne second is baaed on the identification of
work units and time applied. There is a well established body of litera-
ture on the first raethod; the second is not as far advanced and is not
represented by as fiiin a body of literature,^
Industry has developed the "stop-watch" system but has done very
little with respect to raeasuring the perfcrciance of clerical or materials
handling operaticais. Work siraplf.ficatioa in these fields has been recog-
nized and developed over the last 15 years. The need for work raeasiareinent
*** in addition — b^s been recognized extensively onl^ in recent years,'
The profit motive — one gauge of the effectiveness of a business organ-
istation — is missing in ? government agencj'. As a result, government
generally has led business in developing work meaouresient systems in the
clerical fields. Because of the urgent need to measure clerical produc-
tivity as an aid to performance budgeting, operating appraisal, incen-
tive av/ards, and management tmproveaent in the clerical fields, work
aeasur^nent has been developed rapidly, Mr. W. Tredwell made soree very
pertinent statements on this subject in a recent speech:
If I have given you an impression that our statistical programs
sound like big business, they are. They reflect the operations of an
establishurtent that inventory-wise is larger than ten of the biggest
'^Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, A Work
Measurement System, Development and Use (A Case Study)
,
(Washington:
Government printing Office, March 1950) p, 2,
Paul D. i^ulligan, ataiKSard Time Data for Clerical performance
^Standards
. The Controller, April 1952, p, 16S. ^~~~"^
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corporations in the country. We are a multi-billion organization and we
cannot operate and control this colossus with corner grocery store
methods. We must know where every dollar is being spent and whether
we-re getting our money's worth. In closing may I say that good
judgment Cvinnot be replaced by a control technique, aa administrative
method or a statistical snwvey, but good judgment can be significantly
focused after these tecliniques clear away the undergrowth."
Clerical fields are particularjg' adapted to measuring group perfonnance
in which the work which a functional group performs is applied to a measur-
able unit of its output. The remainder of this paper will be devoted to
the aspect of applying work measurem^ent to group performance.
Developing a ^ork Ueasur^Gent System
The first criteria of developing a work measurement systeft is sim-
plicity. It must be simple in installation, operation and responsibility:
Secondly, it must provide infor-mation which can be utilized fcy management
for the purposes intended. These two criteria are self-evident enough not
to require elaboration. An effective system of work measurement in the
Navy must have as prerequisites a st?indard organization in effect at
field installations, and a method of identifying units of measurable work.
To assure validity in the work data ana employment data that are to be
accumulated for work measurement purposes, it is essential that all
organization segments of an activity use the same units, and define and
count those units in the same way.
Once the above criteria are clearly recognized, and the above
prerequisites are established, the development of a work measurement
system follows the following; steps:
1. Select the level of work accomplishment at which to measure.
A speech made by Mr. W. Tredwell, Head, Statistical Division,
Comptroller of the tJureau of Supplies and Accounts, at a Suprly K'anapement
Conference at the Navy Department, October 9, 1952
7 iixecutive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, Work
Measurement in Performance Budgeting and Manage.iient Improvement
,
(V/aahington:
Governraent Priiiting Office, y<'jrch 1950) p, 23.
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2, Select the work units in which to measure,
3, Select the time unit by vfhich to measure,
4, Develope a work and time reporting system. Analyze, sxiinmarize,
decide, and act at each level.
5« Develope prcxiuction standards
6. Use the resulting data in regular supervision and management.
7. Provide for continuing review to inauie the folivwing:
A. The system supplies accurate, reliable, and timely data.
B. The system is geardd to organizational needs,
C. The systeni is revised and overhauled as changes occur.
Selecting the level of work — The problem here is to start at a
level as low as possible and then to see to what extent the basic work
units can be successively combined without introducing too many extraneous
elements.^ It is desirable to measure in units which can be easilly iden-
tified in terms of work products which would require a minimum of recording
and reporting effort as well as a rainiiaum of calculation in using the data
for managment appraisal, budgeting, scheduling, staffing, and planrdng.
While a level above the basic work units will not provide full and direct
insight into the inadequacies of individual workers, it will indicate
inadequacies in specific groups.
Selecting the work unit — It is sometimes impracticiil to measure
output in some types of work because factors other thian the volume of work
done or to be done may govern the number of personnel required." These
include such personnel as those engaged in research, and staffs of organ-
^Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, A A'ork
yeasurenent System Development and Use (A Case Study
J), (Washington, Govt^m-
ment Printing Office, March 1950) p. 9
"^Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, Techniques
For the Developruent of a tVork Measurentent System , (Washington, Government



























ization structures. In the Navy the nuinber of employees performing such
unraeaaurable work is small in relation to the total number of employees.
Selection of applicable work units for measurable vrork requires careful
analysis and uniform classification.
The following criteria determine the validity of a work unit:
1, The work must be countable
2, The work unit must express output
3
,
The work unit must reflect work effort . Thework unit which
measures the results of work performed does not necessarily measure the
effort expended in performing that work.
4, Trie work xuiit must have consistency The unit must have the
same meaning throuf:hout the organization and from one period to another.
5, The work unit must be expressed in familiar terminology.1^
Selecting the Time Unit — Considering their jmrposes for measure-
ments and anticipating the work of record keeping to be involved, the
time unit should be:
1. Easilly recorded and reported.
2. Capable of verification
3* An accurate reflection of actual time spent in the performance
of work.
4. Comparable over a period of tirae.^
Developing a Reporting Svstect — An integrated reporting sj-^stem
for work measurement requires:
1, Basic Records — Uniform records fcr accumulatiiig data and
instructions for their maintenance.
Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget A Work
Measurement System, Development and Use (A Coae Stud^-) (Washington: fjovem-
ment Printing Office, March 1V50) p. 15
11 Ibid. p. 17
'Jl iZUiii J-t"- «12., JiiT
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"^^ Report Form — A standard report form for summarizing basic
recoi-ds and instructions for its preparation
3, Sucamars' Tables and Charts — A method of suranarizing, analy-
zing, and presenting data on several reports.
4, Routing Plan — Procedures for routiiig reports upwarti through
the organization and routing sxajnmaries downward, '*
EstabiLishing Standards — The estsblishiment of standards is an
additional piiase in a v^ork measurement system. It provides for:
1, Facilitating the analysis of the work measurement data for
management control, budgeting, managexTent improvement, and planning,
2, Assisting in comparative studies of rerformance,
3, Providing goals or incentives. -^
However, the standards must be developed with extreme caution, A bad
standard can be worse than none. Any work output standard should therefore
meet the following criteria:
1. Attainability
^* Applicibality — the standaiti should be applicable to the
peculiar operating differences which may exist among seemingly identical
installations. This maj' result in the setting of several standaixls for
similar installations, depending on the degree of comparability v^hich
exists among anj' group of them,
3. Permanence
U» Equitability — the differences in deviation from the standard
rate, by different groups doing the same work or by the same groups at
l^Executive Office of the Presiaent, Bureau of the EJudget, Tech-
niques for the Development of & Yjork ^Measurement System (Washington: Govem-
ment Printing Office, March 1950), p. 36.
-'Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the Budget, A ''iork
j^easurement System, Developiient and Use
,
(Washington: Government Printing




different times, shcaiid reflect tme differences in effort, ability, or the
quality of supervision.
The Navy-il?ide Work Measurement program
On 31 July 1952, the Under secretary of the Jiavy issued aa a SecRav
Instruction "The Navy Shore Sstablishment ?ilork Heasurernent S^jrstein Interim
Manual". This publication has the foilawing basic significant features:
1, The unifona and systematic accounting; for raanpowor nuotisers
and work measurement data to the secretarial level by all bureaus and
Offices, ynd to the bureaus and offices by all naval shore activities,
2. The use of work roeasurcmBnt standard rates in the periodic
.-aanaging process of detersuning the degree of manpower utilization, and
raanpowcr allowances and ceilings at all levels of ^lavy naiisgeroent in a
manner that will not abrogcite vested nnd delegated responsibilities of all
bureaus and offices and all navfll shore activities .
3» The use of work measurement st,^ndLrd rates in tne annual
budgeting process of determining manpower requiresaents by all bureaus and
offices.^
Briefly describeu, ti.is system provid.^a for a re^iilar inteiaction
aiKJ use of work measurement data and t; e result/s cf other techniques and
programs at all levels of n«vy manaptment — inaking full use of existing
work measui'ement rrc^raras arid other techniques and programs of the several
bureaus and offices, k'ore will be said about this program in the next
chiipter,
Suwaaz7
Current and anticipated demands for a more econc«rlcal activity
^^-oECNAV INSTOUCTION 5202.1, File SecN-w 5202,1, C^;E-400 of
31 July 1952, from the Under Secretary of tiie Navy to Distribution List,
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operation require that managanent carefully and accurately evaluate each
function \mder its supervision. Work measurement provides a tool for
management use in meeting this requirerrient. Properly applied and use^,
it will point out problem areas vdthin an activity and allow for selective
correction of such problems* The solution and correction of these prob-
leras can be accomplished only by the management concerned after the pi*ob-
lera has been brought to lif^ht,






at all levels of management.
But above all, it depends upon the continuous use of work measurement data

















THE SYSTEM Ai^ TECHNIQUES USED BT THE BUliSAU CF SUPPLIES kW ACCOUMTS
Nature of the S^ stem
The following is quoted frcmi a Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
publications
The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts work measurement pi-ogram
is not an attempt to measure individual performance. Its objective
is to rate current operating practice and to obtain better methods,
to eliminate unnecessary perscainel, and to obtain a higher degree
of effectiveness in terms of man hours expended for the work produced.
The program is not a "cure-all" for activity management problems;
rather it is a "fire alarm" syst^n which can be relied upon to bring
to the attention of supervisory and administrative personnel those
internal xiork situations which require attention and correction.
This is achieved tlirough a system of reports at the job level-j^in
each activity, which pass up through the echelons of command,
I'his syst«n is based upon a realization that in raar^?- cases it
is not feasible to provide an "across the board" application of standards
for functions performed at several activities. The bureau prefers to
have each activity set its own standards. Additionally, the measurement
of supply- functions does not utilize a single indicator such as is con-
templated in the interim manual prepared t^ the Under Secretary of the
Mavy, and explained in the preceeding chapter. The position of the
bureau in this matter is well stated in its letter of 19 September 1952
to the Under Secretary of the Navy*
( . , , ) .BuSandA would strongly disagree that one single standard
could measure Supply Operations at all of its various field activities.
The interim manual proposes that "short tons handled" is indicative
of the efforts of a Supply Department. The device used to arrive
at a performance rate is the relationship between "tons handled" and
"productive man-months expended" , No consideration is given in this
•^^BuSandA Instruction 5202,4, File BuSandA 5202,4,Dl, of 23 June
1952, From Chief, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts to Distribution List,








conclusion to type of material handled, the level of supply echelon,
wholesale or retail issuing point, single or multi-storied warehouse,
mission of the activity, inland or tidewater activity, degree of
packing or preservation performed, physical plant layout, and numer-
ous other variables that would invalidate the rate of "handling a
ton of material" .^^
Generally, the basis of the program is the comparison of the
nufflber of selected work units produced with the number of man-hours ex-
pended in producing them. All work, or types of work produced by the
activity are not considered. Fiather, certain selected work units are
used, as indicative of the total work which the selected count represents.
These work counts are classified into functions, which correspond generally
with standard organization. Thus, all work done in a particular function,
such as stock control, storage, etc, is represented by one work unit for
that fxmction, as "line items processed" , The man-hours worked in each
function are charged to that function. It is, therefore, relativel^'^ sim-
ple to accurmilate the information needed to cojnpare the man-hours 2nd the
work produced in each function.
The supervision of work measurement starts with the supervisor
of the lowest level of the organizational unit. He collects date of his
unit daily. These data are collected on local forms prepared for that
purpose. At least once a month (or more often if desired by the local
command) the lower level supervisor's record is forwarded through the
next higher level in the organization. This level will then summarize
this infonaation for forwarding to the office designated to prepare the
report to the bureau, (It is usually the Planning Departments at the
field activities who pi'epare the work measurement report to the bureau)
Chief, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts letter to the Under Secre-
tary of the Navj^, File Dl, A3/2, of 19 Sept, 1952, Sub;3ect "The Navy








Purpose of the Syetim
'xhe system provides a factual basis for raanagenent and budgetary
planning* Planners naist know wliat work is to be done, the best methods
of doing it, the capacities of their personnel and the equipment to do the
job, and the tiiae required to complete it. Factual data furnished by this
prograa will materially aid planners in the determination of these factors.
T^e basic concept is to enable the activity to set-up "balanced
operatioiis" by providing the right amount of manpower to handle the given
workload. The proper utilization of work measurement data depends, there-
fore, upon accurate reporting and intelligent review of data by all levels
of activity management
•
A ccsK^rison of the production of functions, and organieational
components thereof, between reporting periods will iiidicate where inrcxrove-
ments in laanageaent or procedures might be made and where personnel adjust-
ments are in order.
The manner of persons required to handle a future workload can be
deteradned. Conversely, personnel decreases can be determined when the
workload within a function does not Justify letention of the total current
personnel*
Bureau utilization of work laeasur^Bent data is wide and varied, A
few of the many uses are listed.
1, Allocation of funds to activities,
2, Allocation of personnel to activities.
3» Judging relative efficiency of similar functions at activities.
(In most functions no "hard and fast" standards between activities are
dpplied. Ratiier, the Judging of relative efficiency between activities









km Sffectlng changes in procedure to increase over-all efrective-
ness.
5, Assignment of additional workload (special programs or additional
functions) to activities.
3c3cie of the benefits that can be derived from the systoa are?
1. Data obtained is made available to all levels of iaanaiE;eRient#
2. A sunsaary of periodic reaults reported may be exchanged ciaong
participating activities in order that each raa.y compare its own performance
against those of other activities of a canparable type.
3. It provides a factual basis for management control, which exam-
ines results to determine whether, and how well, work assigned has been
accomplished in accordance with preconceived plans and policies.
A.* It reveals the efficiency of the personnel performance at each
activity, and the trend of increasing or decreasing efficiency.
5. It acts as an indicating ^st«ii to bring trouble to the atten-
tion of nemagement.
6. It provides a factual basis for laanageiaent planning at both the
field and bureau level.
JSureau of Supplies and Accounts* Relation to the IJavy
Shore |stablishnient Work Measurement System ^''
As raqplained in Chapter I, the Navy expects to erabark on a navy-
I'^Chief Bureau of Supplies and Accounts letter Dl, A3/2 of 19
September 1952 to the Under Secretarj' of the Navy explains in detail bureau
objections to the ^st«ii* It points up the very real dangers cf indiscrics-
inate nsc of Mav^z-vfide standards of perfcrixance which could lead to grave
Injustices in the allocation of both ceilirtg and funds. Mr. /V. Tieuwell,
Read of the statistics Division , Coinptroller of BuSanda states that other
bfureaus have indicated similar objections. At this writing the proposed












wide work measurcanent ^yateo. The merits and disadvantages of the gystem
proposed by the IJxider Secretary of the Kavy will not be discussed in this
paper. •*-'=^
The Under Secretory has divided into two parts all effort in the
naval shore establishroenti caanson service, and substantive* Ccratnon Service
areas include tliose functions perfomied at a field installation which
support the main mission of the activity. Substantive functions are de-
fined as the po-incipal nission of the activity. Comraon Service work
measurement programs are developed and technically adninistered by the
bureau or office having technical control. The Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts technically directs the measureuent of supply op>erations wherever
they are performed. Substantive function areas are developed by the
ijianaj?;einent control bureau. Figure 1, prepared by the Statistical Division,
Comptroller of the Bureau of Supplies and Accoiants, illustrates the position
of the bureau cai the navy-wide work laeasureraent projftram for suf ply,
^ith the exception of the application of navy-wide standard rates
aj-Ki some additional reporting instructions, there is really very little
ricvf conteraplatod by the system. The syst«ra will raake full use of exist-
ing woi'k measureraent programs, and the bureau will continue its present
system v.orking even after Uie navy-wide systcsa comes into use,
Xypea of Reports submitted by Field Activities to
The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts
The Work Measurement Report for Supply, l^vSandA Fom 673> Fart I
and Part II are used for reportiiig work units, man-hours, performance
l^It is the writer's own personal view that the navy-wide system
is deficient in two important areas: It attenqsts to set standards to
apply "across the board"; and it attempts to apply one unit of measurement
to a jqyriad of functions, thus risking the unit non-3if;nificant,?he unit of
raeasurensent picked for supply operations is "tens handled", and not signifi-
cant, considering the laarjy functions connected with supply operations.
F.









































evaluation data, and supplemental^ data by subfunction.l^ part 1 of the
reporting form is so designated ttiat data required to complete the report
is grouped as follows:
1. Wcarkload and allied data.
2* l2an-"hour data*
3, Perfonnance evaluation data.
Ifan-hour data accumulation and repoi*ting closely parallel accumulation of
data for cost accounting purposes, Perforsiance evaluation data converts
raw work raeasurement data into usable form, 8ork units for all subfunctions
are converted to a comtaon denominator so that:
1, Tl-ie amount of work acccaitplished in each subfitnction can be
compared with work accomplished in other subfunctions,
2, Work accoayrlished in the vailous subfunctions can be caj4>ined
to establish the xaanpower significance of total work accomplished in a fmic-
tion or by an activity.
The establishment of standard performance rates is based on the concept
that aanagen^nt control and budget administration, which promotes increased
productivity and greater econoK^f of manpower in a continuous process, is
sound administration. In addition, standard perioi^mance irates provide
a sound device for developing Justification of activities' allotment re-
quests and perscmel requests to the bureau. They further provide a basis
of justification of the bureau's budget presentations.
Part II of the repoi-ting form is designed to provide for the or-
derly reportirig of items of supplementarj- data required for certain sub-
-*-° For further explanation on the xaethod of preparing the form,
see BuSandA Instruction 5202,4, File BuSandA 52C2,4,D1, of 23 June 1952
From Chief, Bui-eau Of Supplies and Accounts to Distribution List,
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functions. These data are ^xaed for several purposea:
1, Iteoia which serve to explain or point out areas in which the
basic work unit does not recognize cei-tain elaaents of collciteral vrork
which may catiae considerable variation on the basic unit,
2» Iteias which serve to give an indication of the over-all effect-
iv«n«M of the activity in accocpliahiag its assigned nisaicai or of the
operation of the naval supply' sj'stenu
3, In analyzing work measurecjent reports,
h» In making special studies at the bureau level,
Thct report form is divided for reporting purposes into the various
supply subfunctions. Following is a list and brief description of these
subftuictions : '^^
1, Supply OperaticKis Adjninistraticy — includes certain aduiinistrat-
ive officers at Naval Supply Depots, Centers, Storehouses, and Supplj^
Facilities; Supply Departiaents of Ship(^'ards, and Quppl;j- and Fi«cal Depart-
jaento of Naval Stations,
^» Techidcal-* Includes the maintenance of a ccmplete, current,
technical library of navy laateriol as required by the mission of the naval
activity. It includes technical review and niaterial identification,
3» Inventory — includes the coriducti/ig of inventories in accordance
with achedules, including reconciliation of di;ffercnces between ptg^sical
count and stock record balances,
4, Issue Control — Planning, processing, scheduling and con-
trolling the flew of all issue docur^nts.
^TT'cr a iJK>re complete description of the supply subfunctions and
the work unit ineasurement for each, see 3uSandA Instruction i-^ce.^. File
BuSandA 5202,4, Dl, of 23 June 1952, From Chief, Bureau of Supplies and
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5* Stock Control-^ laaintaininjf^ of availability in store of all
items of stock specified to be carried.
6, r^eceipt Control — completinf; of receipt documents and follow-
up of outstanding procurements.
?• Procuratient — procureraent of material and services,
8. Disposal — disposal of surplus personal property including
usable scrap, salvage and waste material.
^* I'Taffic — Receiving, checking, and inspecting of inconiing
material. It includes dociiment processirig and material handling.
^^« Packimc: — includes packing, crating, and marking of material
for storage or shipcient.
11. Preservation — Preservation, packafing and packing of nja-
terial as recjuired.
12. Storage — receiving into store and maintaining of proper
storage and care of materials, inspection of material, and issuing mater-
ials. It includes document processing (IVb effort) are! internal handling
(non-lVb effort)
13. ^iaterfront— stevedoring
14» Bulic Fuel Operations
15 • Uiscellaneous — this includes the follcwing subfunctions
:
A* Research and Developeient
B. labor and Equii.ment Overhead
C* Box Fabrication
D. Central Freight Control Office
£ Pi*eparation for emergencies
F. yaintenance of bulk fuel facilities
G. Hydrographic Chart Coifrecticm
.
H. Other prorraiE effort
Ill|uitrating the forms usedj I-'igure 2 is j-Jart I of the "Vfork Measure-
ment Report for Supply, Work Measurenent Data," and Figure 3 is Part II of
the "Work Meaaurecient Report for Supply^ Supplementary Data" •









«ORK MEASUREMENT REPORT FOR SUPPLY
WRK lAEASUREtAENT DATA
nH. S. and a. form 673 (REV. 6-52) PART 1
t eport; SaadA 5202-1




































































WH-I SUPPLY OPERATIONS ADMINISTRATION MH XXX XXX XXX XXX
NH-2 TECHNICAL
2.1 Technical Review L/l
2.2 Material Identification M/T
TOTAL WM-2 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
Th-S KiVEdToftY
3.1 Physical Count L/l
3.2 Reconcil i at ion L/l
TOTAL WM-3 X X X XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
NH-il ISSUE CONTROL L/l
WH-5 STXK CONTROL L/l
HH-6 RECEIPT CONTROL L/l
HH-7 PRXUREMENT
7.1 Requisition and Order L/l
7.2 Purchase Operations L/l
TOTAL WM-7 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
HH-8 DISPOSAL
8.1 Sales and Survey L/l
8.2 Scrap and Salvage Operations S/T
TOTAL WM-8 XXX X XX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
NM-9 TRAFFIC
9.1 Document Processing L/l
9.2 Material Handl ing M/T
TOTAL WM-9 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
WH-IO PACKING
10.1 packing (Regular) Packs
10.2 mo (Packing and Handling) S/T
TOTAL WM-IO XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
HH-II PRESERVATION M/T
HH-12 STORAGE
12.1 Document Processing L/l
12.2 Internal Handl inq M/T XXX XXX XXX
TOTAL WM-12 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX
NH-13 WATERFRONT f Stevedoring; M/T
Figure 2




WORKLOAD DATA MAN-HOUR DATA
"^^'^'^
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WM-14 BULK FUEL OPERATIONS
14.1 Receipt and Issue Bbis XXX XXX XXX
14.2 Drum Fill ing and Storage Drums
14.3 Petroleum Reclamation Bbis X X X XXX X X X
TOTAL KM- 14 XXX X X X XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X
WH-15 M 1 SCE LLAN EOUS (Other Supply Effor t.
15.1 Research and Development None XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X
15.2 L4 E Overhead MH X X X XXX X X X
15.3 Box Fabrication Boxes XXX XXX XXX
15.4 NCFCO R/O X X X X X X XXX
15.5 Prep, for Emergencies None XXX X X X XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X X X X X X X
n15.6 Maint. of Bulk Fuel Facil's None ^ X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X
15.7 Hydrographic Chart Corr. None XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX In
15.8 Other Program Effort None X X X XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X 1 (
TOTAL WM-15 XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X
TOTAL PRODUCTIVE TIME (Total of Report ItcmsWM.l through WU-IS) XXX XXX XXX1 XXX
II NONPRODUCTIVE TIME
a. Holiday XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X XXX XXX X X X U
b. Other (Regular leave) XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X M
TOTAL NONPRODUCTIVE TIME (Li ne a plus Line b) XXX X X X XXX XXX XXX X X X X X XXXX XXX n
III TERMINAL LEAVE HOURS PAID DURING REPORTING PERIOD XXX X. X X XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X X X u
IV GRAND TOTALS (Total of report itema I through III) XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX X XX n
REMARKS:
KEY TO SYMBOLS IN COLUMN (3)
MH Man-Hours S/T Short Tons
Wl Line Items Bbis Barrels
H/T Jjesiurement Tons R/O Route Orders
REPORT PREPARED BY: APPROVED BY: (Name and Title)
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I
WORK MEASUREMENT REPORT FOR SUPPLY
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
NAV. S. AND A. FORM 673(REV. 10-52) PART II
BUSANDA Report 5202-1
FROM ( Na ine and location of Repor ti ng Act ivi ty) REPORTING PERIOD
Report
Item DESCRIPTION OF DATA NUMBER
WM-I 1, Breakdown of total man-hours expended in Supply Operotions Admtnistrotion: (Supply Departments. Suoolv and Fiscal Departments, and component depots and annf-xf^^ n{ NSC* s only)
OPERATION
Management


















WM-2 Line items identified and classified
Line items recounted as a result of discrepancies between initiol physical count and stock record balances (Operation WM-3.7J
Line items reconciled which required investigations of differences between physical count and stock records (Operation tVM-3.2)
Total man-hours expended in Special Progri operations
Request documents processed (Screened and scheduled)
Average time, in days, required to process an issue request
Breakdown of line items on chonge notices, etc, processed and man-hours expended in processing specified documents, by type:













Breakdown of lii ecetved and issued, ond line items NIS, by cognizance symbol:
COGNIZANCE SYMBOL ANO ITEM
Line items rec
b. Line items issued
; NIS
(J) (Z) (V) (R) (E) (F) (H) (P) (N) (A) (C) (Y) ( 3) (W) (G) (M) (0) (U)
line items on requests canceled or referred to other activities or echelons of supply
line items on referrals to local procurement
nan-hours expended preporing QSSR'S
Tot( ncoming bills of loding accomplished
hours expended in processing bills of lading




line items referred for direct procu
line items ^ofsj on sales cotalogs and sales letters prepored (Operation WA^-8.7j
i-hours expended in preparation of sales catalogs and sales letters (Operation WM-8.1)
line items (lots) unsold on sales catalogs ond letters on hand at end of period (Operation WM-8.1)
Total line items on inspection re ports on which material inspection was accomplished (Operation WM-9.1)
Total man-hours expended in material inspection operotions (Operation WM-9.1
)
Breakdown of tonnages of incoming and outgoing material other than bulk fuel:
TONNAGE HANDLED
Measurement tons Inland (WM-9.2)
ivleosurement tons V/aterfront (WM-13)
Total Meosurement tons




Total measurement tons looded and unloaded by oir cargo terminals (Operation WM-9.2)
on-hours expended in the operation of air corgo terminols (Operation WM-9J IVh) (Operation WM-9.2 Non-IVb)
NAV. S. AND A. FORM 673(REV. 10-52) PART II
Figure 3
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
Breakdown of tonnage and man-hours, by type of packing and material;
REPORTING ITEM
, M/T of material requiring packing on hond at end of previous reporting period
b. M/T of materiel requiring packing received during reporting period
c. Total M/T of material requiring packing (Line a plus Line b)
d. M/T of material pocked during the reporting period
e, M/T of material requiring packing on hand ot end of period (Line c minus Line d)
f. Total man-hours expended in packing material (Reported on Line d)
TYPE OF MATERIAL OR PACKING
REGULAR MATERIAL







Totol mon-hours expended in the movement of material to and from storage areas incident to repacking for storage or shipment 3i
I
Total unit packs processed for marking and strapping only
Total short tons of household goods picked up and delivered: (a) by stotion forces (b) by contractor personnel
Breakdown of tonnages and man-hours, by type of preservation and/or material:
REPORTING ITEM
TYPE OF MATERIAL OR PRESERVATION
REGULAR MATERIAL







a. M/T of material requiring preservation at end of previous reporting period
b. M/T of material requiring preservotion generoted during the reporting period
c, Totol M/T of material requiring preservation (Line a plus Line fa)
d. M/T of material preserved during reporting period
e. M/T of material requiring preservotion on hand at end of current period (Line c — Line d)
f. Total man-hours expended in preserving moteriol (Reporfed on Line d)






(S) (H) ( N) ( F) (P)
BUAER MATERIAL
(E) (R) (V)
Y & D MATERIAL
(C) (Y)
BUORD MATERIAL BUSANDA MATERIAL




Total M/T requiring preservation
Total M/T preserved during period
NEW PROCUREMENT
Total M/T requiring preservation
Total M/T preserved during period
ROLL-BACK
Total M/T requiring preservation
Total M/T preserved during period
OTHER
Total M/T requiring preservation
Totol M/T preserved during period
Total man-hours expended in the movement of material to and from storage areas incident to preservation
Total moo-hours expended in testing and exercising machinery and
equipment in store I Total number of measurement tons rew^rehoused during thereporting period
Total barrels of bulk liquid fuel transferred or rotated
Number of fuel drums filled
Totol man-hcuTs of standby time accumulated during the reportina period
fOperotion WM-15.2) » K a p
Total number of man-hours expended in fabrication of corrugated containers
(Operation lVM-75.3)
Breakdown of total mon-hours expended in Other Program Effort (Operofion WM-75.8):
I Total man-hours expended in rewarehousing
Total iman-hours expended in transferring or rotating bulk liquid fuel
Number of man-hours expended in filling fuel drun
Number of corrugated storage and shipping containers fabricated
(Operation WM-15.3)






















The second form aubraitted is the "Activity Man-Hour Samnary and
Staffing Reconciliation" It is the NavSandA Fonr. 674. T)us form provides
a uniform fornuat for the monthly accianulction and sucMEarization of all
an-hour data presentlj'^ being rejrcrted \irider existing work ineasurwient
proftrams oner.ntive at the activity, and for reporting: man-^:\our data for
areas not specifically included in existing or planned work meaouieaient
programs. This sunanary is necessary in order that reporting activities
may achieve raonthl;^' tot^il accountability for effort expended in all organi-
aational components by activity personnel or performed for the reporting
activity by outside organizatiojial canponents.'^
Figure k is the "Activity Han-Hour SuuKaary and Staffing Reconciliation."
Figure 5 is a graphic explanation of the flow of work nieasurement
reports from the activity level to the bureau level. It shows the uses
Bade of work measureraent reports. This greph was prepared by the Statis-
tical Division, Comptroller of the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Summary
Hie work measuroaent program desciibod in this chapter is an
exceptionallj- active and effective one. This program beautifully illus-
trates frtiat is done in applying the criteria for developing a \fvork meas-
urement program, as was described in Chapter I. In fact, the Bureau of
Supplies and Accounts is i-ecognised as the leader in the Mavy in develop-
ing and utilizin^^ work measuiaoent as a tool to the management control and
budgeting processes.
21
"T^or furtlier explanation on the nethod of preparing the form, see
3uoandA Instruction 5202,4, File BuSandA 5202.4, Dl, of 23 June 1V52,
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ACTIVITY MAN-HOUR SUMMARY AND STAFFING RECONCILIATION
NAV. S. AND A. FORM 67« (6-52)
FROM: (Name of Reporting A^tip^





























10.1 Public Works Administration
10.2 Maintenance of Facilities
(3)
10.3 Operation of Facilities
TOTAL S-IO
S-ll SUPPLY (Operations)
S-l 2 NAVY REGIONAL ACCOUNTS OFFICE





















































































TYPES OF REPORTS AND STATISTICS COMPILED FROM WORK
MEASUJOafENT REPORTS
Graphs and Statistics
The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts maintains for each activity
graphs of sumniarj' {)€rforrKance evaluation data* These graphs take two
forms:
1. A suasraarj of functions which reflects the staffing for each
function, both by standard allowance, actual laeasured effort, and the
percentage of standard allowance to actual C4easured effort. Other sumrruary
inforciaticai is reflected on this formj such as tonnaf^e handled, i:iuiBber of
personnel, work units completed, back log, and trend lines showing the num-
ber of Eoan-fiionths by actual staffing ar»d the work load trend. The suajmary
fonas are kept in the "Suoaiaiy Book" in which appear suraniary statistics
for eoch activity froc which the bureau receives work neasureroent reports.
The summary statistics of each activity are in turn suoKuarized to reflect
work measurement statistics for classes of supply activities. These suai-
rjiariaations include such stv^itistics as; all supply depots, ell tidewater
suppli depost, all shipyard supply departments. In fact, given any set
of assumptions, any type of suraaary statistics can be produced. An example
of the form eiaplcyed to sucomarize the functions performed is shown as
Figure 6,
2« A cl^iart and graph of each measured fionction by activity. The
bureau maintains a book of work neasurement data for each activity. Work
measurement statistics on each function is tabulated separately- bj- fiscal
'year, and trends are shown visually by graph. In addition, each book con-
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ALLOWANCE ACTUALSTANDARD BACK LOG COMPLETED
X X U.6.4 Supplj' Direcition and Adniin. X X
X X 2.7 Technical X X
14.
B
1.6 10.8 Inventor::,' 2227
(/.: 24.6 35.7 Issue Control 290 B7435
-- • 76.1 113.7 Stock Control 32h3 7B534
« 43.2 51.7 Receipt Control 11191 3S299
";-.J) 37.4 *+1.9 I'rocurecient 1943 17926
1??,T 12.7 10.4 iJisnosi^il 434 788
103.1 314.3 205.3 Traffic 277O6 1S2266
9719 38.2 39.0 Packing 2170 1.561
27. B 1.0 3.6 Preservation 74c.; 145
67.0 175.9 262.5 3tora/?e ;.:60'- rflB94
298.') 120.0 40.2 kVaterfront X 21976
185.4 72.5 ]v.l Bulk Fuel Qiteratiojis y. 609306
X X 135.0 Other SiipDl;v' Effort X X
lG7.it 717. 'i c53.9 Total (i<easui-ed Effort)
116.2 Nonproductive u/v





TOTAL MILITARY IV-B NON IV-B
4^.5 •»• 23-9 1^.6 ^tJ^THomasB (.jvei'ti .e








WORKLOAD AND ACTUAL STAFFING
REMARKS:




Delivered 8726 172 v4
3ub Total 26599 51u,C









Supply Direction and Adaiinistration
Industrial Relations 20,7 Man Mont^
Security 109.4 Do
Fiscsl 155.3 Do
Public Works (Meint.) 24.9 Do
IS
LEGENE










anageraent li&provement areas* This Information includes such items as
measiyreK.ent tons harKiled bj' the activity, the current mission of the ac-
tivity, and other items of interest. Figures 7»B,9 end 10 are representa-
tive examples of work measurement statistics maintained in the activity
books. Their structure is self-explanatory
»
Each activity maintains grafts similar to those described above.
Thus, any substantial shift in trend of either "work load" or actual
man-fljontlis expended is the subject of brief ccHmnent in the remarks space
of the appropriate work measurement report, Ttiese ccaments indicate the
cause of trend shifts, an estinatc of the extent and duration of new trends,
and the contesaplated action, if ai\y. In this way grap^is and activity ex-
planation of trend sliifts are concurrently' available, &nd both bureau and
activity raanageoent can view over-all operations in th^e same visual per-
spective,
SUBsnary Statistics
TVie Statistics Division assembles data both from prii^ry and sec-
ondary sources, and xaaintains on a continuinn basis pertinent sunsnary
statistics on Bureau of Supplies and Accounts programs. Procurement,
operations, material control and distribution, inventory levels, trans-
portation, subsistence, storage space, materials haiidling ecjuipaent,
personnel utilization, are a few of the many areas. Understandably work
oeasureoient reports provide only one source of date. Figures 11, 12, 13
and XU are examples of these sumcmry charts. They have proven extrecielj
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SOURCE: WORK MEASUREMENT REPORTS
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ACTIVITY: /\J$0 ^ff^ iPieif^O Figure 8 FUNCTION; /^£>Ci^i^.eMieA/T
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WORK UNIT; ^W^ ^T-^/yi
Figure 9
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SCa£E APPLICATIONS CT" REPORTS AND STATISTICS CCin^ILED FRCK WORK
MEASUREiffiNT REPORTS IK THE PLANNING PROCESS
Introduction
The planning process is not a function which can be segrepated
from the other aspects of the field of adninistration. It is an integral
part of management. It occurs at all levels of management and in all its
functions. The planning process is employed by the clerk in a stock
ccHitrol unit through all levels up through the Secretary of Defense. The
data provided by work measurement rejxjrts can find application at all levels
in varying degree. Work measurement, as has been pointed out, finds its
greatest utilization in providing a factual basis for management and
budgetary planning. Not so well understood or extensively' utilized is its
application in the fields of program and project planning in those stages
which precede nanag«nent and budgetary planning. The field of planning
is so broad, that to show the application of work measurement to the
planning process at all levels cf oanagenent and in all functions is be-
yond the scope of this paper. This chapter, therefore, will deal only
with the uses that can be made of work measurement statistics by the
bureau planner. The type of planning performed by a bureau division is
mainly in the realm of the feasibility of assuming new programs and pro-
jects, or deleting or revising old ones, A planning division is concerned
with such problems as; Writing or revising missions for activities under
the manap€;ment control of the bureau, preparing future or contemplated
missions which reflect the base of operations contemplated for the navy
in the Tentative Basic Naval Establishment Plan, the establishment, dis-
establishment or physical transfer of activities, war-time planning for
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proprams and activitdes, and a host of other similar problems. 'Jtiis is the
realm of the "Ivory-Tower Boya^ » Must it be emphasized that much of this
planning is based on assumptions and abstract thinking I V/ork measurement
statistics provide one of the many tools at the cooanand of the planners.
With these tools the planner can provide some factual basis or proof for
the assumptions he must use. It is far better to utilize these tools, no
.matter how inadequate the may be under certain circumstances, than to
attempt to plan without a basis and entirely by "ear".
This chapter will discuss how work measureiflent statistics can be
used under several circuiustances to solve some typical hypothetical prob-
leae which may confront a Bureau of Supplies and Accounts planner. It is
emphasized that the assumptions wliich are to be used ai*e purely hypotheticaJ •
TlMy never happened or are they likely to happen. The methods of solving
the problems are also purely hypothetical, and orily serve to show the uses
that can be made of work measurement data.
Personnel Planning
Assumption //I — Plans for the deployment of ships indicate that a
substantial number of vessels will be diverted from San Diego and Long
Beach, and will be based at Pearl Harbor, T.H. for an indefinate period.
Because of emergency conditions, this deploj'jr.ent will have an ixrinediate
impact on the work loads at KSC Pearl Harbor, NSD San Pedro, and *'SD
San Diego. The bureau operates within an overall civilian personnel cei-
ling, and must therefore in its personnel planning "rob Peter to paj Paul".
The Problem — Determine hoK much the personnel ceiling at NSC
Pearl Harbor should be increased, with corresponding reductions in person-
nel ceilings at the NSDs* San Diego and San Pedro,
The Solution — One of the tools at hand is the number of meas-
urement tone of material, and the number of barrels of oil required to
Y?.; neTn T/ n't s loo* o^iSfW ri^f
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support each type ship for a required pericxj. Using this inforraatiCTi as
a basis, the total number of additional measurement tons and fuel which
NSC Pearl Harbor will be required to provide (and a corresponding reduction
at San Diego and San Pedro) can be determined. The measurement tons and
the fuel factors can be applied to the contemplated additional work load
for those functions which use nieasui*ement tons as the work unit, and the
number of additional personnel required for these functions can be deter-
mined. The amount of additional measurement tons handled will ilso bring
corresponding work load increases in other functions, such as issue control,
storage, procurement, etc. which use line items as the work luiit. It will
also cause increased workload in \inmeasured functions such as adrrdnistraticm.
The percentage of each function to total effort is known. It is then
possible to apply corresponding percentage increases to those other func-
tions which will feel the impact of additional workload, 3y computing
persoruiel requireaients from these percentage increases, the number of ad-
ditional personiiel required at Pearl Harbor can be deterirdned with a fair
degree of accuracy. In the same manner the amount of personnel reductions
at RSDs San Diego and San Pedro can be determined.
Almost all material required at pearl Harbor must be transshipped
from the United States. Any increase in material requirements at Pearl
Harbor will require a corresponding increase in waterfront activity in
the U.S. NSC Oakland is the transshipping point for Pearl Harbor, and will
experience an increase in workload. This increase would normally not be
in direct proportion to the increase at Pearl Harbor, and will occur at a
later date. However, the increase will ultimately be significant enough
to require seme personnel increases at Oakland, Since the bureau operates
within an overall personnel ceiling it will be necessary again to "r<A>
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poited Tunction at NSCs Pearl Harbor and Oakland, and NSDs San Diego and
San Pedro. Each function which reflects an apparent under utilisation
or over stafiing of personnel could afford a personnel re(;uction which
can be applied elsewhere. This process cf "shaving" man hours froiTi some
functions, adding the total "shaved" portions to the activities requiring
additional, can provide the basis for an equitable reduction of personnel
ceilings at KSDs San Diego and San Pedro with corresponding increase at
NSC Oakland,
The procedures discussed above are necessarily a simplified version
of work measurement statistics applied to the planning process. The re-
sults obtained by the utilization of work measurement are not the "be-all,
end-all" to the problems. To these results must be applied other extran-
eous factors which will temper to a large degree the final results. Some
of these are:
1, Contemplated revisions in the missions of the activities
with corresponding increases or decreases in workload which have no bear-
ing on the deployment of ships.
2, The desire to reduce the frequency of changes in personnel
ceilings to provide more stable conditions at the activities.
3, The policy in regard to authorizing overtime for present em-
ployees rather than ceiling increases.
4» The present personnel utilization factors at NSCs pearl Harbor
and Oakland, and their ability to assume additional work load with the
present personnel,
5. The fact that personnel requirements do not always increase
in direct proportion to workload increases.
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measuring some of them is to apply considered judgement and past exper-
ience under siirdlar circumstances. However, this solution to the problem
illustrates that viork measurement can provide a solid foundation. This
method is far better than relying entirely on intuition and considered
Judgeioent to solve the problem.
Assumption ^2 — An "economy wave" hits congress, and it slashes
the 1954 F.Y, appropriation "Service Wide Supply and Finance", There are
no corresponding decreases in other appropriations or the level of oper-
ations of the navy as a whole. Since a large portion of "Service wide
Supply and Finance" is composed of personal services, the slash will
make necessary an overall IQ^ reduction in civilian personnel ceilings
at activities under the management control of the bureau. Replacement
of civilians by military is not authorized.
The problem — Determine an equitable reduction at each activity
to equal the lOjS overall reduction in civilian personnel ceiling.
The solution — Initially it must be detennined which functions
programs and projects can be drastically reduced without seriously cur-
tailing service to the fleet. These would include such items as; the re-
warehousing program at Supply Depots, material identification and cata-
loging programs, reduction of public works maintenance programs to the
absolute minltium, reduction in administrative functions, reduction in the
research and develojxnent program, and others, 'jilork measurement statistics
for each activity can provide information on the number of personnel en-
gaged in those functions, programs and projects which will be either cur-
tailed or reduced. This will provide a portion of the reduction,
Hext, each function at each activity can be analj'^zec to determine
which functions are apparently over-staffed, and corresponding personnel
reductions at each activity can be applied. This will provide another
portion to the reduction.
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Nexty missions for the activities can be analyzed to determine
in what areas work load trends will decline, Qy apf)lying work measurement
data at these activities, additional personnel decreases can be computed.
Finally, the procedure of "taking a calculated risk" can be em^
ployed. As an example, if service to some overseas areas can be reduced
to an absolute ndnimuBi without affecting too drastically the effectiveness
of the fleet, further personnel reductions can be made. I have in mind
a decision to cancel bi-monthly shipoaents of material to Trinidad from
BSD Bayonne, and instead schedule monthly shipments from NSC Norfolk. This
would provide a personnel decrease at Bayonne which ?^ould not result in a
proportionate increase at Norfolk. Thus, more personnel can be saved.
Successive processes of "shaving" personnel from each activity
will ultimately equal the IC^i overall reduction. The result will be a
fairly equitable reduction of personnel at all activities. It is a
fairly reliable basis of determination which is superior to an "across
the board" cut or the "intuitive" method of applying cuts.
Assumption ^S— Ship loadings to ports in the North Atlantic occur
with greater frequency at the port of New York than they do at Norfolk,
Therefore, better sei'vice to the fleet would result if NSD Bayonne rather
than NSC Norfolk were designated the support point for the North Atlantic.
However, Bayonne does not carry stocks of clothing and small stores, com-
missary store stock or some technical items, which form a substantial
portion of material shipped to the North Atlantic. To assume this func-
tion Bayonne would have to establish and riaintain stocks of these items.
Assume also that Bayonne has the available storage space.
The problem — "Price" the proposed transfer of support to deter-
mine its advisability.
The solution — A study could be made of the requisitions received
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by Norfolk froci the North Atlantic. Frcsn the requisitions could be deter-
ined the number of line items in the materials mentioned which will be
handled over a given period. Prom bills of lading could be determined
the number of rneasurement tons of material which are shipped to the North
Atlantic. These data can then be used as a basis for determining frcan the
work measurement reports of NSC Norfold and NSD Bayonne the number of ad-
ditional personnel which will be required in direct support of this function,
This, however, is not the onl^ increase necessary. There are secoririary
effects -.vhlch will require additional nerscxinel. The number of additional
square feet of storage space necessary to establish stocks of clothing
and small stores, comrnissarj' store stock and technical items can be de-
termined by a study of the storage space devoted to these items at Norfolk.
The turn-over can be determined by applying the number of line-iteRia
handled to the nuciber of line-items stocked. Measurement tons can be
converted to storage space requirements. By applying the turn-over factor
to the measurement tons factor, the result can be converted to square
feet.22 Thus, knowing line items and measurement tons, the approximate
number of square feet of storage space can be ccaaputed. Additional storage
space will require more maintenance forces; more line items handled will
require more storekeepers; and maintaining more stocks will require more
inventory teams, procurement personnel, etc. Again, ^he number of person-
nel necessary to provide for these secondary effects -can be estimated
froB work measurement.
After the total number of required additional personnel is known.
"^^k measurement ton is 40 cubic feet of material. However, 40
cubic feet of aAorage space will not provide a measurement ton of m^iterial.
Such fact- IS as binning and segregation by items, and size or bulkiness of
the material affect the utilization of storage space. However, these fac-
tors have been comjmted by types of material so that a measurement ton of
any type material can be converted into storage space requirements with
fair accuracy.







it is relatively simple to apply a cost factor which vdll indicate the
amount of additional funds necessary. To these funds must be added the
cost of the additional inventory to be carried at Bayonne,
When the costs are known, it is up to top management to decide
whether additional costs is warranted by the benefits of better service.
Planning for the Acquisition of Additional Facilities
Assvmption #1 — Operations in Korea have been completed. Immed-
iately thereafter the U.S* becomes involved in Indo China, The fleet is
to be deployed to the South Pacific, and will receive its logistic support
froo the Phillippines in much the same manner as it did froci Yokosuka,
Japan, The level of operations will be seOTiingly the same as that exper-
ienced by Yokosuka durinf: Korean operations.
The problem — Establish a supply' depot in the Phillippines,
The Solution — Along with other data at hand, the planner can
utilise work aeasurement reports and storage space reports which ^ISD
Yokosuka has submitted in the past. Since the new suppl;;, depot will op-
erate under the same general mission, c^rry the same types of stock, and
experience approximately the same workloat, it is possible to utilise
the statistics furnished by Yokosuka as a starting point. From the
storage space reports, storage space reQuiren^ents for the new depot can
be determined. Froiti the work mearurement reports, personnel, materials
handling equipment, and office equipment requirements can also be deter-
mined. After these requirements are known, it is possible to support
a request to higher authority for the daibablishment of a new activity.
assumption }2 — The build-up of war-reserve stocks over the
past several years has resulted in a serious deficiency of storage space.
After considerable political "by-play" and "horse trading", congress has
auT.hQri..ed and appropriated money for the construetion of a supplj" depot
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in a south-eastern state. Representative Biillshooter, in whose district
the depot vdll be built, calls the chief of the b\ireau to request some
information on the new depot which he can include in a speech he is pre-
paring. He is interested mainly in how many personnelwill be employed
and how much money this depot Kill«bring into his district". He requests
this information within the hour.
The problem — Get the answerl .
The soluticm — The mission of the new activity is known. Its
size and future level cf operation is known. With these facts at hard,
it is necessary simply to apply the summary statistics for supply depots
which have been compiled from hundreds of individual work measurement
reports, iVithin a matter of minutes the number of personnel can be
determined. In fact, this number can be broken down Ijjr types — laborers,
carpenters, engineers, clerical, administrative, etc. Operating and
pay roll costs can be determined just as easily. The resultant answers,
although far frora perfect, provide a highly reasonable estimate, considering
what they will be used for.
Planning for the Deletion of Existing Facilities
Assximption j^l — A major portioaii of the fleet has been moved frcm
the Pacific to the Atlantic, Strategic considerations indicate no early
return to the Pacific.
The probleasi — Determine when NSD Spokane can be reduced to a
"caretaker" status.
The solution — It will be necessary to ship all material on hand
to other activities. Storage space reports show the number of square feet
of storape space by type of material. Inventory reports show the number
of line items of material. Storage space can be converted into measure-
ment tons. The factors line items and measurement tons can therefore be
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dctermined. With these factors at hand, the work measurement reports can
be utilized to determine the number of ^^ersonnel v/hich will be necessary
to invoice and ship the caaterial from the depot. The approximate time
it will take to ship the material can also be deterndned. Thus, as mater-
ial is shipped out, parts of the depot can be deactivated in an oixlerly
manner, and an orderly schedule for reduction in force can be planned,
ftie number of personnel necessary to maintain phj'sical possession of the
empty warehouses, and to provide a minimura degree of maintenance can be
dcterioined.
It is therefore possible to anticipate the date of deactivation,
phase the reduction in force, and ultimately establish a civilian ceiling
to provide the caretaker force.
Mobilization Planning
Assumption ^1 — The Logistic Annex to a v/ar plan establishes a
loading plan which schedules an out-loading of "X" measurement tons from,
a certain port in a 30 day period to provide supplies for the initial ircr-
pact of hostilities in a foreign coimtry.
The problem — Test the feasibility of the Logistic Annex
The solution — The planner must first of all establish that the
phj'sical capacity of the piers and transit sheds at the supply depot is
adequate to handle the flow of material in the specified time. There
•xLst methods of testing this adequacy which revolve around such
questions asj the amount of time required to load a ship at dock side.
Many of these questions are answered by applying work measurement data.
To provide the solution, let us assume that piers and transit sheds aie
adequate. The next question is the number of additional personnel re-
quired. This can be answered t^- again applying work measurement data.















be answered. These are;
1, Can the labor niarked in the area provide the niimber of personnel
needed?
2, IJust labor be imported? If so, is there adequate housing?
3« Can additional materials handling equipment be provided for the
additional personnel. If not, can it be procured in time?
And manQT others,
Suiranary
The problems illustrate that work measurement, as it is applied by
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, can provide a solid foundation upon
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